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H. rectifolia var. australis F. Maek. ex W.G. Schmid 1991
マルバタチギボウシ = 円葉立擬宝珠 = Maruba Tachi Gibōshi (1991)

H. rectifolia var. australis (in situ)
▲ Comparison of H. rectifolia var. australis (left)
with the typical Hosta rectifolia (right) ▲
Hokkaidō (北海道) Shiribeshi Subprefecture (Shiribeshishichō; 後志支庁)
Near Makubetsu- chō (幕別町) [Court.:© 3pro tok2 kasya]

History and Nomenclature:

Hosta rectifolia var. australis has been known
for sometime before it was established as a taxon (varietas) by W.G. Schmid (1991).
The varietal epithet was communicated by F. Maekawa ex ore (by word of mouth)
to the collector M. Mizushima, who in turn recorded the name on herbarium
specimen 6560 225/643 in TI (University of Tokyo Herbarium; 東京大學綜合博物館
標本館). No Japanese vernacular name was given but I have assigned the descriptive Japanese name 円葉立擬宝珠 = マルバタチギボウシ = Maruba Tachi Gibōshi
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(Schmid 1991). This name is used in Japanese horticulture. Although given varietas
ranking, in this Species Update, this taxon is receiving separate treatment due to its
relative obscurity in taxonomy and ornamental horticulture. The botanical name
includes the Latin epithet australis and the combined name means “the southern H.
rectifolia.” The type was collected M. Mizushima (29 Aug. 1954) in north-central
Honshū , Gumma Prefecture (Gunma-ken; 群馬県), in the Plain of Oze (Ozegahara;
尾瀬ヶ原) in Tone District (Tone-gun; 利根郡). The Oze Plain is a large wetland
located near Ozenuma, a lake at the western end of Nikkō National Park (日光国立
公園), bordering Gunma and Fukushima Prefectures (◄◄◄ see
closeup of label). The petioles are
purple spotted near the ground
and the leaves are differentiated
by being shorter and more
rounded than the type and the
plant is larger. There is representation of this taxon in Herbarium TI: No. 6560 specimen has a
determinavit label by H.E. Curry
(1992) identifying this taxon as H.
sieboldii. I discussed this placement with him and he stated that
he accepted the placements of
Fujita (1976) (personal communication 1990), which are not followed in this Species Up-date, nor
were they accepted in my monograph (The genus Hosta: Gibōshi
Zoku (ギボウシ属); 1991). Another
herbarium specimen in TI No.
225/643 29052 ►►► (Coll. Number 1563), (young plant) coll. by M.
Koyama, is identified as H. rectifolia. It shows the typical leaf shape
of Hosta rectifolia var. australis and
is considered this taxon (see also
under Habitat and Biology).
Maekawa established this name
before 1954, yet he did not list it in
his New Encyclopedia (Maekawa
1969). In 1976, N. Fujita proposed
that H. sieboldii and H. rectifolia be
considered synonymous based on
flower morphology. This broad
placement is not accepted by me as outlined in Species Update H. rectifolia Part 1.
Hara (1984) placed H. rectifolia as a variety under H. sieboldii, as H. sieboldii var.
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H. rectifolia var. australis Lectotype
Coll. M. Mizushima in Gunma-ken( 群馬県), Ozegahara (尾瀬ヶ原), Tonegun (利根郡) Lectotypus TI No. 6560 (W.G. Schmid 1991) University of
Tokyo Herbarium 東京大學綜合博物館標本館 (Coll. No. 1217)
(For closeup of label see Page 2)
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rectifolia, a placement also not accepted here. The scientific data listed under the
species H. rectifolia in Species Update H. rectifolia Part 1 are applicable to this taxon
(some need analog verification). Morphologically differentiated, this is a widespread
morph of the typical species.

Habitat and Biology:

H. rectifolia var. australis is, as the name indicates, a
southern morph of H. rectifolia. The type was collected in north-central Honshū,
Gumma Prefecture (群馬県), in the Oze wetland (Ozegahara; 尾瀬ヶ原). This is
most likely the southernmost occurrence of sympatric populations of this taxon.
Further north, M. Koyama collected a specimen in Aomori Prefecture (青森県), the
northernmost prefecture of Honshū. The location is documented by the specimen
label printed on Page 2. The specimen was found in the middle elevations of Mount
Ohdake (see herbarium sheet page 2). Photographic evidence and observations in
Hokkaidō (北海道) indicate that this taxon occurs (usually allopatrically) in this re◄◄◄

H. rectifolia var.
australis
(in situ Kushiro
Wetland)
Hokkaidō (北海道);
Kushiro-shichō
(釧路支庁);
Akan-gun (阿寒郡)
Kushiroshitsugen
(釧路湿原); near
Onnenai (温根内)

Court.: © 水環境保
全チーム
(Watershed
Environmental
Engineering
Research Team
CERI)
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gion, but most of the populations seen and documented have a habitat in the Tōhoku
region (Tōhoku-chihō; 東北地方). Collector's records on herbarium sheets indicate
the northern limit of habitat is in the Hakkoda mountains in Aomori Prefecture,
south of Aomori City, an area that is located within the northern part of TowadaHachimantai National Park (十和田八幡平国立公園). Pictorial evidence provided
by the Watershed Environmental Engineering Research Team (水環境保全チーム)
of the Japan Civil Engineering Research Institute (CERI: illustration page 4) and
other photos and
observations indicate that H. rectifolia var. australis
is also endemic in
Hokkaidō. Being a
wide-leaved morph
of H. rectifolia, it
has the same ecology as the species
that includes wetland habitats as
well as moist, open
forest areas around
sepage and along
banks of rivers and
lakes. The possibility that this taxon may be a natural, interspecific
hybrid swarm has
been suggested, but
the plants observed
and
documented
occur allopatrically
as isolated, natural
populations, reducing the chance for
interspecific origin.
(refer to Part 1 of
H. rectifolia for additional details.

H. rectifolia var. australis
In TI, No. 225/643 29052, 5 Sept 1962; coll. M. Koyama in
TI No. 29052 University of Tokyo Herbarium
Aomori Prefecture (青森県); on Ōdake (大岳); Hakkoda Mts.
(八甲田山); Sukayu (酸ヶ湯), Aomori City (青森市)
東京大學綜合博物館標本館 (For label closeup see page 2)
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Plant Morphology:
The macromorphological features of H. rectifolia var.
australis are analog to the species, except as follows: The
petioles and scape have purple spotted maculation in
varying degrees; this is also present early on bud initials
and bracts ►►►; rounded to elliptical leaves, not as
decurrent to the petiole as the type; larger in size, to 40
cm dia. by 36 cm high (16 by 14 in.). Petiole 15–25 cm
or longer (6–10 in.), erect, barely winged or only in the
upper part, forming a vase-shaped plant, green with
purple maculation as noted. Leaves larger and wider
than the type with L/W ratio averaging 1.5L to 1.0W;
leaves observed as large as 18 cm long by 12 cm wide (7
by 5), erect and in line with petiole, round to elliptical,
wider than the type, petiole transition not as decurrent,
flat, smooth, shiny light, dull, dark green above, glossy
lighter green below, tip obtuse. Venation 6-8, lightly
impressed above, smooth below. Scape 45–90 cm long
(18–36 in.), straight and erect, perpendicular, not bending, light green, purple maculation to varying degrees,
more so near the base. Sterile bracts, 1–3, sometimes
leafy; fertile bracts, short, blunt, navicular, green purple-tipped, withering at anthesis, but not falling away.
Raceme 16–25 flowers, tighter than the type. Flowers 5
cm long and 3.5 cm broad (2 by 1.50 in.), purplestriped, purple, thin narrow tube, perianth expanding,
lily-shaped, lobes spreading rapidly, recurving, widely open, 9–12 mm (0.5 in.)
pedicels. Anthers purple, with varying white posterior marking. August. Fertile.

Pollen, Genome Size, DNA Banding: H. rectifolia var. australis has not been
included in the research dealing with these subjects and scientific data sets for these
do not exist. Since this
taxon is obviously a
morph of the species, it
can be assumed that the
values for these data
will be analog to those
of the species. Until
such research is undertaken, this will remain
an assumption.

◄ Kushiro Wetland
(釧路湿原)
Hokkaidō (北海道)
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H. rectifolia var. australis (in situ Mount Ōdake)
Hakkōda-sankei (八甲田山系); Towada-Hachimantai National Park
(十和田八幡平国立公園); Aomori-ken (青森県)
Hosta Hill R.G. © W.G. Schmid 1986
Loc. cit.: Mt. Ōdake: Small allopatric poulations growing alongside
small stream successfully competing with other plants.
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▲ H. rectifolia var. australis (in situ near Otaru-shi) ▼
Shiribeshi-shichō (後志支庁), Hokkaidō;
Hosta Hill R.G. Court.: © 伊藤 太乙 [Taoto Ito]
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Taxonomic Type and Synonymy:
H. rectifolia var. australis W.G. Schmid
The genus Hosta: Gibōshi Zoku (ギボウシ属) pp. 88, 89 & 327-329, ic. 56 (1991)
(cum diagnosis Latin) (in scheda: (nom. nov. ex ore Maekawa) No. 6560
(643/225 Coll. No. 1217; by M. Mitsushima); University of Tokyo Herbarium
(東京大學綜合博物館標本館)
Type: In TI (holotype) No. 6560; (nomen ex ore F. Maekawa); M. Mitsishima
1954.08.29 Aug. in Gunma-ken( 群馬県), Ozegahara (尾瀬ヶ原), Tone-gun
(利根郡). Hab. in Tōhoku (東北) and Hokkaidō (北海道) and associated
islands.

Japanese Synonyms:
マルバタチギボウシ = 円葉立擬宝珠 = Maruba Tachi Gibōshi (W.G. Schmid
1991)

Horticultural Synonyms:
H. ‘Maruba Tachi’ (= round-leaved H. rectifolia) AHS accepted cultivar name;
H. rectifolia ‘Maruba’ hort. incorrect.

1

2

3

1 and 2: Anthers purple, with varying white posterior marking. The markings are
mostly purple, but white fields are also seen.
3: Typical plump seed pods of the varietas.

H. rectifolia var. australis (details) Hosta Hill R.G.
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H. rectifolia var. australis in Cultivation:

Outside of academic collections H. rectifolia var. australis is rarely seen in cultivation. As seen in the photo on
pages 8 and 9, this taxon is frequently seen allopatrically and separated from typical
populations. Horticulturally, they can serve the same purpose in gardens. No direct
progeny of H. rectifolia var. australis has been documented.
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and are available for personal reference only. Other contributors retain
their copyright of featured photographs as noted in captions. The
content may not be published in printed form without the author’s
written permission. Web quote reference: W. George Schmid:
HostaLibrary.org/species/.
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H. rectifolia var. australis (in situ Niseko)
Hokkaidō (北海道); Youteizan (羊蹄山); Niseko (ニセコ); Niseko-Shakotan-Otaru
Kaigan Quasi-National Park (ニセコ積丹小樽海岸国定公園)
In competition with cotton grass (genus Eriophorum =ワタスゲ = Watasuge)
Court.: © park11 wakwak Niseko
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